Despite growing evidence of young adults neurally pre-activating word features during sentence comprehension, less clear is the degree to which this generalizes to older adults. Using ERPs, we tested for linguistic prediction in younger and older readers by means of indefinite articles (a's and an's) preceding more and less probable noun continuations. Although both groups exhibited cloze probability-graded noun N400s, only the young showed significant article effects, indicating probabilistic sensitivity to the phonology of anticipated upcoming nouns. Additionally, both age groups exhibited prolonged increased frontal positivities to less probable nouns, although in older adults this effect was prominent only in a subset with high verbal fluency (VF). This ERP positivity to contextual constraint violations offers additional support for prediction in the young. For high VF older adults, the positivity may indicate they, too, engage in some form of linguistic pre-processing when implicitly cued, as may have occurred via the articles.
Introduction
The anonymously-authored quote, ''I still have a full deck; I just shuffle slower now,'' not only captures what some have described as the feeling of aging, but also reflects a commonly observed change in cognitive functioning during the later years of life; that is, while older adults have certain knowledge stores that appear to be relatively immune to age-related deterioration and while they are generally considered to comprehend well, there is often a decline in their ability to operate in a timely manner on such structures (e.g., Myerson, Hale, Poon, Wagstaff, & Smith, 1990; Salthouse, 1996) . Language comprehension is one domain that reflects this ''mixed bag'' of preservation and decrement. Despite the age constancy of various comprehension-related processes (e.g., vocabulary size, Verhaeghen, 2003 ; contextual facilitation in sentence interpretation, Madden, 1988 ; organization of knowledge stores, Burke & Peters, 1986, etc.) , older adults appear less likely than their younger counterparts to engage in pre-activating information (unconsciously anticipating upcoming input) during sentence processing (e.g., Federmeier, Kutas, & Schul, 2010; Federmeier, Mclennan, De Ochoa, & Kutas, 2002; Wlotko, Federmeier, & Kutas, 2008) as well as during more general cognitive processing (Bar, 2007) .
Historically, psycholinguists have found predictive language comprehension contentious. While incremental language processing has been well established, with sentential inputs processed as they are encountered without delay, distinguishing evidence for neural pre-activation from integration has proven challenging. Pre-activation entails unconsciously building representations for upcoming concepts, features or forms that may never be encountered in the input. In contrast, integration entails activating and processing representations as they are triggered by physical input. Primarily through on-line studies conducted over the past decade, evidence has accrued showing that young, healthy adults' receptive language -like other perceptual and cognitive brain functions -operates proactively (DeLong, Urbach, & Kutas, 2005; Federmeier, Wlotko, De Ochoa-Dewald, & Kutas, 2007; Kamide, Altmann, & Haywood, 2003; van Berkum, Brown, Zwitserlood, Kooijman, & Hagoort, 2005; Wicha, Moreno, & Kutas, 2004) .
With evidence for routine context-based pre-activation of syntactic, semantic, and phonological features in younger adults, a natural question is what the consequences of normal aging are on the availability and use of anticipatory processes. At a performance-based level, there has been some debate in the literature regarding the top-down use of language context by older adults. In particular, some behavioral studies (e.g., Stine-Morrow, Miller, & Nevin, 1999; Wingfield, Alexander, & Cavigelli, 1994) have found that older adults -perhaps even more so than younger adults -take advantage of contextual constraint to facilitate lexical decision and 0093-934X/$ -see front matter Ó 2012 Published by Elsevier Inc. doi:10.1016/j.bandl.2012.02.006 word identification. Self-paced reading comprehension studies, too -which minimize possibilities of inducing strategic approaches related to overt task goals -have shown that with increased age, contextual knowledge facilitates discourse-embedded word processing (e.g., Stine-Morrow, Miller, Gagne & Hertzog, 2008) and reduces working memory load, leading to increased reading efficiency (Miller, Cohen, & Wingfield, 2006) . On the other hand, ERP work (with its high temporal resolution and sensitivity to qualitative processing differences) has indicated that older adults are less able than younger adults to make use of highly constraining sentence context to rapidly facilitate semantic processing (e.g., Federmeier & Kutas, 2005) . So when relatively age-preserved vocabulary and semantic knowledge interacts with processing speed and/or working memory or other more general processes -which are in decline from early adulthood onward (Craik, 1994; Park, Smith, Lautenschlager, Earles, Frieske, & Zwahr, 1996) -online context-building, integration and comprehension may not occur dynamically enough for upcoming input to be (effectively) pre-activated prior to its anticipated occurrence. In order to accommodate their decreasing processing abilities, older adults may rely more on external cues to support behaviors such as language comprehension (Craik, 1983) and thus may be biased toward top-down sentence comprehension only when task demands require it or when the input cues them to do so. Stine-Morrow et al. (2008) propose a self-regulated language processing model by which older readers, particularly those with high verbal ability, may allocate additional resources for semantic analysis during reading to offset some of their processing deficiencies. One such deficit that could potentially interact with language comprehension is older adults' decreased inhibitory control (e.g., Hasher & Zacks, 1988 ) -an issue relevant for linguistic prediction in light of what may be happening during the course of lexical access/activation. Still other less generalized accounts have proposed certain asymmetries in effects of aging on language processing, with production being more negatively impacted than comprehension (e.g., Burke & MacKay, 1997) , and relatively stronger reliance by older individuals on semantic rather than phonological information (e.g., Cortese, Balota, Sergent-Marshall, & Buckner, 2003; Taylor & Burke, 2002) .
There may be good reasons to expect such performance-based differences given age-related anatomical changes. For instance, aging has been proposed to compromise several brain regions that may constitute a network of association-based prediction: e.g., the medial temporal lobe, the medial parietal cortex, and the medial prefrontal cortex (Bar, 2007) . Additionally, age-related volumetric or neurotransmitter changes to the prefrontal cortex (PFC), linked to changes in PFC activity during executive processing tasks, could result in decreased performance under conditions, for instance, of high working memory load, when there is interference, or when task-switching is involved -some or all of which may be involved in the comprehension of more or less predictable input strings (e.g., Gunning-Dixon & Raz, 2003; Head, Raz, Gunning-Dixon, Williamson, & Acker, 2002) . Still other studies have found that there tends to be less lateralization (more bilateral activity) for a variety of cognitive tasks in older, relative to younger, adults (e.g., Cabeza, Anderson, Locantore, & McIntosh, 2002; Reuter-Lorenz et al., 2000) . This is a relevant point because some proposals for context-based linguistic prediction have suggested that pre-activation is a left hemisphere-biased process (e.g., Federmeier & Kutas, 1999b) .
Other theories argue that shifts in cognitive processing strategies from younger to older adults may arise not necessarily as a consequence of age-related anatomical changes per se, but rather may develop through the nonuse of certain cognitive functionswith the flip side being that certain skills or activities may serve to buffer against decline (e.g., Hultsch, Hertzog, Small, & Dixon, 1999). For instance, Salthouse (1991) suggests that declines in activity patterns of older adults may lead to atrophy of various cognitive skills (the ''use it or lose it'' hypothesis). The extent to which older adults rely on alternative strategies to cope with such declines (e.g., Logan, Sanders, Snyder, Morris, & Buckner, 2002 ) is a potentially important area of investigation for the study of prediction in language processing.
Relatively few studies have attempted to directly test the nature of predictive language processing in older adults using on-line methods. Electrophysiological studies by Federmeier and colleagues (e.g., Federmeier et al., 2002; Federmeier et al., 2010; Wlotko, Federmeier, & Kutas, 2008) have found that as a generalized comprehension strategy, individuals over 60 years of age are less likely to pre-activate upcoming semantic information in a similar manner or to the same extent as younger adults. Their conclusions have primarily been based on findings relating to two ERP effects: the N400 and a late frontal positivity.
The N400 is a well-established negative-going ERP component prominent over posterior scalp sites, peaking around 400 ms post-item onset. Its amplitude correlates with degree of semantic activation and the fit of any potentially meaningful item with its preceding or surrounding context (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980 ; for a review, see Kutas & Federmeier, 2011) . Notably, for young comprehenders N400 amplitude has been shown to be inversely correlated (r $ À.9) with the offline cloze probability of an eliciting item (e.g., DeLong et al., 2005; Kutas & Hillyard, 1984) , although it appears to be insensitive to the degree to which less expected items violate contextual constraint (defining ''context'' here as a preceding word, phrase, sentence, or discourse; or an environmental surrounding, internal state, etc.). Federmeier et al. (2002) demonstrated that while young comprehenders showed reduced amplitude N400s to implausible spoken sentence continuations categorically related to expected continuations (relative to categorically unrelated implausible continuations), older adults on the whole did not show this pattern. For younger adults, this pattern reliably emerged in highly constraining sentence contexts (e.g., to baseball in 'He caught the pass and scored another touchdown. There was nothing he enjoyed more than a good game of. . . football/baseball/monopoly.'), but not weakly constraining ones. Since the categorically related violations (baseball) were rated as implausible as the unrelated ones (monopoly), it followed that the facilitation for the related items was due to the overlapping features with the expected item (football) already having been pre-activated. Although this ''predictive'' ERP pattern was not observed across all older adults in the study, a subset of them with relatively high offline verbal fluency scores did show the reduced within-category violation young adult N400 response pattern. From these findings, it was hypothesized that although older adults are generally less likely (or able) to use context predictively, certain resource availability may be important for preservation of predictive language comprehension abilities with aging.
Another relatively less explored ERP response -a late frontal positivity sensitive to contextual constraint violations -has also been linked to predictive language processing. It has been suggested that this effect may reflect a processing consequence for not receiving an item highly pre-activated by its preceding context -i.e., ''mispredicting''. In studies of young adults described by Federmeier et al. (2007) and DeLong, Urbach, Groppe, and Kutas (2011) , anterior positivities following (and concurrent with) the N400 were observed to constraint violations. For instance, Federmeier et al. (2007) crossed high and low sentence constraint with more and less expected sentence endings and found that young adults showed increased ERP frontal positivity between 500 and 900 ms post-target onset to unexpected words continuing high constraint contexts. However, when Wlotko et al. (2008) presented older adults with these same types of materials, older adults, as a group, did not elicit the constraint violation-related frontal positivity. Federmeier et al. (2010) also capitalized on this component's sensitivity to determine if the lack of a prediction effect in older adults might be due to working memory load or timing pressures imposed during sentence processing. Limiting their experimental task to one where participants were presented with phrasal cues for category exemplars (e.g., 'an insect') followed by either high typicality ('ant'), low typicality ('hornet') or incongruent ('gate') delayed (non)exemplar probes, they observed that younger adults, but not older adults (on average), exhibited the increased late, prefrontal positivity to the low typicality probes, consistent with expectancy violation. Moreover, these results obtained despite the fact that older adults were as fast as the young in supplying category exemplars in a cued production variant of this same task -indicating that though older adults are capable of generating speeded linguistic output, whether or not they actually do so may be a function of task demands and strategic recruitment of such processes. Notably, those older adults who scored high on an offline test of verbal (category) fluency (Benton & Hamsher, 1978) showed the positivity similar to the young. This association of verbal fluency (hereafter, VF) with a potentially prediction-related ERP effect has been interpreted by Federmeier and colleagues as being suggestive of the predictive comprehension system tapping into the same neural resources used during language production.
Although these findings indicate that older adults are generally less inclined to show evidence for linguistic prediction than younger adults, in the current study we set out to test -using a paradigm that would allow for pre-target examination of predictive ERP effects -whether older adults, like the young, would exhibit any evidence for graded, probabilistic pre-activation of linguistic input during sentence reading. If there is evidence, we also want to determine if there are individual differences in older adults' prediction-related ERP effects based on offline VF scores.
To do this we employed an ERP paradigm that utilized English indefinite articles (a, an) preceding more and less expected noun continuations to probe for lexical prediction (e.g., Dale was very sorry and knew he owed Mary a check/an apology for what he had done.) in younger and older adults. Although cloze-related modulation of N400 mean amplitude at the noun (e.g., check or apology) could be interpreted as either a consequence of the brain's processing of a word pre-activated to varying degrees as a function of contextually-based expectancies (prediction view) or as greater difficulty integrating the received word into the sentence representation (integration view), the same is not true of the prenominal articles. For the semantically identical a and an, one of these article types should not be harder to contextually integrate unless comprehenders had already unconsciously pre-activated an upcoming noun. If specific, highly constrained target nouns are being preactivated prior to encountering them for older adults as they are for the young (DeLong et al., 2005) , we might expect to observe a graded prediction-related N400 effect at the prenominal articles correlated with varying degrees of offline expectancy (as determined through cloze probability norming). Another possibility, however, is that unlike the young, older individuals may not be predicting at the lexical level, because they cannot process the incoming words quickly enough and/or because they must rely on some alternative comprehension mechanism or strategy. In this case, N400-like prediction effects at the prenominal target articles might not obtain for older adults.
In addition, for both groups, we expect to observe some modulation of target noun N400 amplitude with varying cloze probability, as has been previously reported. In particular, we want to determine whether older -like younger -adults exhibit a graded sensitivity to the semantic relations of nouns with their preceding contexts. Correlational patterns of increasing noun N400 mean amplitude with decreasing noun cloze would indicate that older adults continue to be sensitive to a range of contextual fit over a time window that remains relatively constant over the course of normal aging. To our knowledge, observing such a pattern would be the first demonstration of this fully-graded effect in older comprehenders.
Another aim of the current study is to investigate whether a possible ERP response in the form of an increased late frontal positivity to less expected nouns (e.g., check in the previous example) might offer any clues into the differential nature of predictive language comprehension in younger and older adults. DeLong et al. (2011) , which tested younger adults using the same a/an paradigm, showed such an effect to less probable nouns continuing higher constraint contexts. Other work (Federmeier et al., 2007) suggests that the late frontal positivity may not just be a functional mirror of the N400 cloze effect, in that unlike the N400 it is related more to the degree of constraint violation. If this positivity is reflecting some kind of neural processing invoked when continuations are highly pre-activated but not actually encountered, then an outstanding question is whether older adults will show a similar effect, given that the article N400 and the noun late positivity occurred in tandem for younger adults, and we do not yet know if older adults will exhibit an article effect. Yet another possible outcome is that the older adults will show neither the prediction-related article N400 effect nor the late positivity to less expected noun continuations -a pattern which would suggest a lack of prediction and thus no consequences for any form of ''misprediction''.
A final question is whether there might be individual differences in older comprehenders' abilities to engage in linguistic pre-activation as a function of a production measure -namely, offline VF. If we observe such differences in the post-target noun late frontal positivity region (as has been previously noted in older comprehenders with high VF) it is possible that in that same sub-group we might also observe article cloze-based differences in the article N400 time window, even if, as a whole, older participants do not show this pattern. Such a finding would prove intriguing with respect to linking the post-noun onset positivity more directly to a functional account of the effect in terms of prediction.
Material and methods
Our aim was to determine whether younger and older adult language comprehenders similarly engage in graded, probabilistic prediction. To that end we tested college-aged and 60+ year-old adults using sentences varying in constraint that led to stronger and weaker expectations for more or less likely consonant or vowel-initial nouns (materials from DeLong et al., 2005) . The experiments reported here were conducted according to human subject protocols approved by the University of California, San Diego Institutional Review Board and all participants provided their informed consent in writing before participating in the experiment.
Participants
Thirty-two young adult volunteers from the University of California, San Diego and the surrounding community (23 women, 18-37 years of age, mean age 21 years, seven reporting a lefthanded parent or sibling) and 36 older adults from the San Diego community (23 women, 60-86 years of age, mean age 70 years, 14 reporting a left-handed parent or sibling) participated in the ERP experiments for course credit or cash. All were right-handed, native monolingual English speakers with normal or correctedto-normal vision, and no history of reading difficulties or neurological/psychiatric disorders. All participants had completed high school, and 24 of the older participants had some college education, with another 7 having advanced degrees.
Materials
Sentence stimuli consisted of 80 sentence contexts with two possible target types, relatively more expected (higher cloze) and less expected (lower cloze) indefinite article + noun pairs. Sentence stimuli were constructed in pairs such that the expected and less expected article + noun target for the first sentence reversed conditions for the second sentence of each pair. Targets were sentence medial and congruent (i.e., there were no agreement violations such as ''a airplane''). One quarter of sentences were followed by yes/no comprehension questions.
Across sentences, target nouns (and preceding indefinite articles) ranged from highly probable to unlikely. See Table 1 for representative stimuli and comprehension questions.
Cloze probability norming
Cloze probabilities were obtained separately for younger and older adults. Each of the 80 experimental sentence contexts was normed in three different ways: ending with a, with an, and without a target indefinite article provided. Each variation was normed in an off-line sentence completion task by 30 younger adults attending UCSD and by 15-17 San Diego area older adults (above the age of 60), who were paid for their participation. Participants were instructed to continue each context with the word(s) they felt best completed each sentence. Cloze probability for a given article or noun in a context was calculated as the proportion of individuals providing that particular word as a continuation. Table 2 summarizes the results of the article and noun cloze norming for the two groups.
Experimental design
For ERP testing of both younger and older adults, the 160 stimuli were divided into two lists of 80 sentences, each participant viewing one list. Sentence contexts and article + noun targets were used only once per list. Each list contained equal numbers of relatively expected and unexpected (as well as a and an) article and noun targets with large ranges of cloze. Across participants the same sentence context appeared with both higher and lower probability articles and nouns. Importantly, although some continuations were more probable than others, none were nonsensical, barring participants from developing a strategy, conscious or unconscious, whereby an improbable article was taken to predictably signal an impending semantic anomaly.
Procedures
Participants' brainwaves were recorded in a single experimental session conducted in a sound-attenuating, electrically shielded chamber. They were seated in a comfortable chair approximately one meter in front of a computer monitor and were instructed to read the stimulus sentences for comprehension. They were also informed that some of the sentences would be followed by yes/no comprehension questions, to which they were to respond by pressing one of two hand-held buttons. Response hand was counterbalanced across participants and lists. A brief practice session included sentences with both expected and unexpected targets, as well as filler sentences. Participants were asked to remain still during testing, and to avoid blinking and moving their eyes while the sentences were being presented. Stimuli were presented in 10 blocks of 20 or fewer sentences, with short breaks between blocks.
Sentences were presented visually on a CRT screen. Each trial began with an empty fixation frame appearing in the center of the screen for a random duration between 2.5 and 3.5 s. Sentences were presented one word at a time in the center of the frame for a duration of 200 ms and an inter-stimulus interval of 300 ms. The fixation frame remained on screen between 1.5 and 2.5 s following the offset of the sentence final word, after which a comprehension question (if there was one) appeared in its entirety on the screen. If a comprehension question did appear, the participant's buttonpress served to advance the screen to the next sentence. Whether or not there was a comprehension question, there were 2 s of blank screen before the next sentence automatically appeared.
In a separate session, each older adult participant completed a battery of neuropsychological tests in the lab, including, most relevantly, tests of verbal fluency (letter and category: Benton & Hamsher, 1978) , among others.
Electroencephalographic recording parameters
The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from 26 electrodes arranged geodesically in an Electro-cap ( Fig. 1) , each referenced online to an electrode located over the left mastoid. Blinks and eye movements were monitored from electrodes placed on the outer canthi and under each eye, also referenced to the left mastoid process. Electrode impedances were kept below 5 kX. The EEG was amplified with Grass amplifiers with a pass band of 0.01-100 Hz and was continuously digitized at a sampling rate of 250 samples/s.
Data analysis
Trials contaminated by eye movements, excessive muscle activity, or amplifier blocking were rejected offline before averaging. Data with excessive blinks were corrected using a spatial filter algorithm. For older adults, trial loss averaged 11.4% for the target articles and 11.9% for the target nouns; for younger adults, 10.7% of the articles and 11.4% of the nouns were lost. A third order Butterworth band-pass filter set from 0.2 to 15 Hz was used on all data to reduce high frequency noise. Data were re-referenced offline to the algebraic mean of the left and right mastoids and averaged for each experimental condition, time-locked to the target article and noun onsets. ERPs were computed for epochs extending from 500 ms before stimulus onset to 1540 ms after stimulus onset.
Behavioral results

Accuracy
For yes/no comprehension questions, younger participants correctly answered an average of 95% (range = 88-100%) of the time. Older adults' performance was similar in that they correctly answered an average of 95% of the questions (range = 83-100%). These results indicated that both groups were attending to and comprehending the experimental sentences during the recording session.
Response time
For both groups, we also calculated average response times for answering the questions, though participants were not explicitly instructed to answer in a timely manner. Response times were calculated from the onset of the entire question being presented on screen. After removal of one young participant's extreme outlier button press data, the response times of 31 young participants (M = 3651 ms, SD = 972 ms) were found, on average, to be significantly shorter than those of the 36 older participants (M = 4166 ms, SD = 1085 ms), t(65) = 2.03, p = .0467.
ERP results
To investigate possible cloze-related effects in both age groups, we were primarily interested in examining ERP effects between 250-400 ms post-article onset, 300-500 ms post-noun onset, and 500-900 ms post-noun onset. The article time window was selected in order to examine potential N400-like effects that might occur rapidly (due to the short word length and high natural language frequency of a and an) and therefore during the earlier portion of a typical N400 time window for content words. Our noun time windows included one for both a typical noun N400 effect (300-500 ms post-noun onset) as well as a later time window in which previous studies have noted late positivities to constraint violating nouns (500-900 ms post-noun onset, e.g., Federmeier et al., 2007) .
The statistical method we employed was repeated measures ordinary least squares regression analysis (Lorch & Myers, 1990) . We utilized the 160 experimental sentences over the 26 scalp channels, examining the potentially linear relationships of article cloze with article ERP mean amplitude and noun cloze with noun ERP mean amplitude. Groups of 32 younger comprehenders and 36 older comprehenders were analyzed separately. Additionally, we analyzed two sub-groups of the older participants (18 participants/ group) based on a median split of their offline verbal fluency (VF) scores: mean VF scores (letter and category combined) were 128.2 (range: 115-169) for High VF scorers and 93.3 (range: 50-114) for Low VF scorers. In each analysis, the response variable was mean EEG amplitude and the predictor variable (in addition to an intercept term) was either target article or target noun cloze probability (ranging in both cases from 0% to approximately 100%). For each participant, a slope coefficient was estimated for each electrode and time point/window pair. To determine if slope coefficients significantly differed from zero, a one sample t-test was applied to the coefficients from all participants.
For each analysis, the Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) false discovery rate (FDR) control procedure was used to protect against a large proportion of false discoveries due to the multiple comparisons using an FDR of 0.05. Studies of simulated ERPs have found that this FDR procedure provides accurate control of the FDR rate for ERPs. For these analyses, on average, each young participant provided 68.3 article and 68.5 noun trials, and each older participant provided an average of 71.4 article and 67.9 noun trials. High VF older participants provided an average of 72.3 article and 68.2 noun trials, and Low VF older participants provided an average of 71.1 article and 68.5 noun trials.
We conducted the regression analyses in two ways. First, for each participant group, we regressed article or noun cloze with the relevant ERPs at all 26 electrode locations over our three mean amplitude time windows of interest. These mean amplitude analyses were meant to maximize our power to detect expected effects, to parallel more typical ERP analyses of mean amplitude time windows, and to provide a comparable picture of the ERP effects of interest within the individual subject groups. Second, we performed mass univariate tests on correlations of cloze probability and ERP amplitude at all 26 electrode locations and at all sampled time points within our article and noun time windows for each group. This method would allow us to examine effects with greater temporal resolution than conventional ANOVAs while maintaining a desired family-wise alpha level (i.e., the test corrects for the large number of comparisons). For time points between 250 and 400 ms post-article onset, there were 1014 total comparisons per subject group analysis. For the nouns, in order to examine the potential overlap of the N400 with a possible late frontal positivity, all time points between 200 and 900 ms at all 26 scalp electrodes were included (i.e., 4576 total comparisons per subject group analysis).
As aids to visualizing effects of article and noun cloze on the ERP mean amplitude of the respective words, we provide the following plots: (1) The grand average ERPs to higher cloze (50-100%) and lower cloze (0-49%) articles (Fig. 2) and nouns (Fig. 3) 1 Note that the statistical testing described herein does not rely on this cloze-based categorical sorting of article and noun ERPs (even though -for visualization purposes only -this is what is depicted in Figs. 2 and 3) ; rather, the testing we performed was regression-based and utilized continuous ranges of cloze probability. Although not reported, we did conduct conventional ANOVAs using data from all scalp electrodes on these higher and lower cloze probability discrete categorizations of the articles and nouns, over our mean amplitude time windows of interest. These analyses yielded qualitatively similar results to the more powerful repeated measures regression analyses. time window repeated measures regressions for all groups (Fig. 4) , and (3) raster plots representing the mass univariate regression tests in two dimensional grids for the articles and nouns for all groups (Fig. 5) .
Younger adults
Articles
Between 250 and 400 ms following presentation of the articles, the mean time window analyses found that ERP mean amplitude in young participants was positively correlated with article cloze probability -an N400-like relationship -primarily over mediofrontal electrodes (Fig. 4A) , with p-values of significant correlations ranging from .028 6 p 6 .035. (Note that these and all subsequent p-values are FDR adjusted.) The time point-by-time point analysis showed that this increasingly negative ERP amplitude with decreasing article cloze probability (p-values of significant correlations ranging from .044 6 p 6 .049) began as early as 254 ms, lasted as late as 357 ms, and was most widespread around 278 ms (Fig. 5A) . These effects are consistent with young comprehenders showing a graded neural sensitivity to receiving articles that are more or less consistent with variably pre-activated upcoming nouns. 
Nouns
Between 300 and 500 ms post-noun onset, the mean time window analyses found that ERP amplitude was generally positively correlated with noun cloze probability, exhibiting a canonical posterior but widespread N400 scalp topography ( Fig. 4B; .0001 6 p 6 .026 for all significant correlations in this time window). Some residual N400 activity carried over into the 500-900 ms time window at the most posterior scalp location ( Fig. 4C; .001 6 p 6 .024 for all significant correlations in this time window). The time point-by-time point analysis (Fig. 5B; .001 6 p 6 .049 for all significant correlations in this analysis) indicated that the noun N400 correlations began as early as 212 ms, extended through approximately 540 ms, and were most widespread around 340 ms.
In addition to the more posteriorally distributed N400 effects, over the anterior scalp there was a reversal such that noun ERP mean amplitude became more positive with decreasing noun cloze probability. Mean time window analyses indicated this pattern was present already between 300-500 ms (Fig. 4B) and continued into the 500-900 ms time window (Fig. 4C) . Mass univariate tests between 200 and 900 ms (Fig. 5B ) indicated that this positivity was present over anterior and left temporal sites, beginning around 376 ms and continuing through approximately 896 ms: it was most widespread around 748 ms. These ERP patterns point to the positivity reflecting a similar (but opposite polarity) sensitivity to cloze as the N400, albeit with later latency and with a different scalp topography.
Older adults 4.2.1. Articles
The article mean amplitude time window (250-400 ms) regression analyses indicated that neither older participants as a whole, nor the High or Low VF sub-groups, showed significant correlations (all p-values P.9729, P.7658, P.8231, respectively) of article cloze probability with mean EEG amplitude at any electrode site (Fig. 4D , G, and J). The time point-by-time point analyses (Fig. 5C , E, and G) supported these findings, with no significant correlations at any electrode site or time point for any of the three groups (all p-values P.999, P.982, P.990, respectively). Thus, unlike the younger adults, within the 250-400 ms article time window, older adults did not exhibit sensitivity to prenominal information more or less consistent with likely upcoming nouns. 4.2.2. Nouns 4.2.2.1. All 36 older adults. The mean amplitude time window regression analyses of all 36 older comprehenders between 300 and 500 ms ( Fig. 4E ; 1eÀ6 6 p 6 .037 for all significant correlations in this time window) found significant correlations of increased amplitude N400s with decreasing noun cloze over 13 posterior electrodes where similar correlations were observed for the young (Fig. 4B) . These posterior N400 effects continued into the later 500-900 ms time window (Fig. 4F; .0005 6 p 6 .011 for all significant correlations in this time window). The time point-by-time point tests ( Fig. 5D; .001 6 p 6 .049 for all significant correlations in this analysis) indicated that the N400 correlations appeared to have a later onset and to last later than for the young, beginning around 256 ms at RLOc and extending as late as 612 ms at occipital sites, with the most widespread effects around 412 ms. For the older adults, N400 correlations appeared to be less widespread than those of younger readers, with little evidence of significant correlations extending to frontal scalp locations.
There were also significant correlations of increasing ERP positivity with decreasing cloze beginning in the 300-500 ms mean amplitude time window at four frontolateral sites (Fig. 4E) . These correlations continued into the 500-900 ms time window (Fig. 4F) at nine prefrontal, frontal and left lateral electrodes. The time point-by-time point analysis (Fig. 5D ) indicated that this effect tended to begin earlier than for the young -around 272 ms (at LLFr). The positivity's statistical reliability continued (intermittently) as late as 900 ms (at LLTe and MiPf) and was most widespread around 576 ms. Generally, then, the positivity tended to be more prominent for the older comprehenders than for the young. 4.2.2.2. High VF older adults. The mean amplitude time window analysis between 300 and 500 ms ( Fig. 4H; .003 6 p 6 .019 for all significant correlations in this time window) indicates that the older sub-group of 18 High VF participants showed significant increases in N400 amplitude with decreasing cloze at only two occipital electrode sites. The mass univariate regression tests ( Fig. 5F ; .009 6 p 6 .050 for all significant correlations in this analysis) indicate that the occipital N400 correlations are reliable between 340 and 548 ms; thus, the effect appears to be shorter in duration and has a more focal distribution than for the group of all 36 older comprehenders.
Beginning in the 300-500 ms time window, there were also patterns of increased positivity with decreasing cloze, which were consistent with those of all 36 older adults. The 300-500 ms mean amplitude time window analyses showed such correlations at four frontal electrodes (Fig. 4H) . Between 500 and 900 ms this positivity spread to 14 frontolateral channel locations ( Fig. 4I; .005 6 p 6 .044 for all significant correlations in this time window). Time point-by-time point analyses (Fig. 5F ) indicated that this anteriotemporal positivity was present as early as 236 ms, continued through 900 ms, and was significant at the greatest number of channels at approximately 580 ms.
Low VF older adults.
The Low VF older adult mean amplitude time window analysis between 300 and 500 ms ( Fig. 4K; .0009 6 p 6 .029 for all significant correlations in this time window) indicated N400 correlation patterns consistent with those of the more inclusive group of all 36 older readers, with significant correlations over 16 posterior electrode sites. Mass univariate tests ( Fig. 5H; .009 6 p 6 .050 for all significant correlations in this analysis) revealed these effects began as early as 252 ms at LMCe, continued through approximately 572 ms, and were most widespread around 412 ms.
Unlike the High VF scorers and the younger adults, however, the mean time window analyses for the Low VF sub-group indicated no significant correlations of sustained positivity with decreasing cloze, either between 300-500 ms or 500-900 ms ( Fig. 4L ; all pvalues P.0621). The time point-by-time point analysis (Fig. 5H ) was consistent with this in finding only sparse and sporadic significant positivity/cloze correlations at frontotemporal sites. 
Summary of group cloze probability/ERP amplitude regression analyses
Articles
Young comprehenders showed significant, graded increases in N400-like negativity to less expected articles over mediofrontal scalp areas -an ERP pattern that has previously been linked to predictive sentence processing in this subject group (e.g., DeLong 2 Although not described herein, we also conducted mean time window betweensubjects comparisons (Younger versus All Older Adults and High VF versus Low VF Older Adults) of the regressions at the 26 electrode sites, over the article and two noun time windows. Again, the Benjamini & Hochberg FDR correction method was used to correct the p-values for multiple comparisons. These analyses found no significant (i.e., p < .05) differences between Younger and Older Adults or between High VF and Low VF Older Adults; consequently, the between group differences are not clearly reliable. However, given the preponderance of evidence (see Section 5), we believe this lack of significance is likely due to insufficient statistical power to overcome the substantial individual variability that clouds between-subjects comparisons. et al., 2005) . In contrast, this effect was not detected in older adults, either on the whole or when the older participants were subdivided according to their offline VF scores.
Noun N400s
For younger adults, regression analyses indicated significant cloze-graded N400s over posterior sites (a canonical N400 pattern). For older adults overall, the graded noun N400 pattern at posterior sites was consistent with that seen for younger participants in the present and previous studies (e.g., Kutas & Hillyard, 1984) , with the older readers' N400s exhibiting topographical overlap with scalp areas where noun cloze/N400 correlations have been shown to be maximal. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of the graded sensitivity of the N400 to noun cloze in older readers. Notably, the young adults' significant N400 correlations appeared to begin and end earlier than those of older participants. When older adults were subdivided by VF scores, the widespread distribution of N400s in Low VF participants resembled the overall group's pattern more than the High VF participants' N400s did: High VF older adults showed relatively fewer sites with significant N400 correlations.
Noun late positivities
For both younger and for older participants overall, the N400 pattern reversed at frontotemporal sites, with significant increases in ERP positivity with decreasing noun cloze (as described for young comprehenders in DeLong et al., 2011). For both age groups, this positivity began as early as the N400 time window and continued into the later time window. However, separate analyses of the High and Low VF scorers' ERPs indicated that in the older adults, this pattern was generated only by the High VF scorers. Additionally, the frontal positivity for the High VF older adults appeared to have an earlier onset and a more widespread distribution than that of younger adults. This is somewhat unexpected given that there have been few reported findings of low cloze sentential continuations associated with increases in frontal ERP positivity during the N400 time window (cf. Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012) , particularly in older comprehenders. Notably, such patterns have been observed over a later 500-900 ms time window in younger adults by Federmeier et al. (2007) to low cloze words continuing strongly, but not weakly, constraining contexts, and for both younger adults as well as older adults with high category fluency to low typicality category targets in Federmeier et al. (2010) .
Discussion
To understand whether or the degree to which older individuals may be relying upon prediction as a reading comprehension mechanism, it is critical that we understand and draw comparisons with the predictive comprehension patterns of younger adults. While previous studies have found no evidence for generalized predictive processing during comprehension across older adults, the current paradigm offers the benefit of allowing for detection of linguistic pre-activation preceding more or less expected target content words (nouns) by means of prenominal indefinite articles (a/an). Despite this advantage in the current study, reliable prenominal evidence for older comprehenders pre-activating upcoming target noun continuations was not observed, as it was for the young.
At the target nouns, however, both age groups exhibited graded N400 sensitivity to constraint-noun cloze combinations. Additionally, young adults and a subset of the older adults with high verbal fluency exhibited a sustained leftish, frontal ERP positivity to less expected sentence continuations -a brainwave pattern that resembles one hypothesized to reflect a consequence of constraint violation (DeLong et al., 2011; Federmeier et al., 2007) . Our observed positivity is consistent with previous research in which older individuals with high letter and category fluency also exhibited a frontal positivity . These results also accord with previous studies proposing that older adults with high verbal fluency are more likely to successfully engage in predictive language comprehension than those with lower scores (Federmeier et al., 2002) .
Before interpreting the ERP findings that we will suggest may be linked to predictive processing, we will discuss our noun N400 results. We demonstrate here, for the first time, that older, like younger adults exhibit a graded N400 ERP sensitivity to the semantic relations of content words (nouns) within sentence contexts. Both age groups showed significant correlations of noun cloze with ERP mean amplitude over posterior scalp areas, where noun N400 effects are typically maximal. This systematic modulation of noun N400 amplitude in older comprehenders indicates that within a similar time window as the young (300-500 ms), the older adult brain responds to the semantic probability of encountering at least certain linguistic features of items, if not the items themselves. In line with previous findings (e.g., Kutas & Iragui, 1998) , older adults appear to show slight age-related delays in N400 onset (around 44 ms) and in the timing of the most widespread effects relative to the young (around 72 ms delay). So although both groups appear to rapidly, incrementally integrate incoming words into evolving mental sentence representations, this process generally occurs slightly later for older than younger adults. When divided by offline VF scores, high scoring older adults appeared to show less topographically widespread posterior N400 effects. We propose that this ultimately may result from temporal overlap of the N400 with the more frontal positivity in this same time window -which could effectively ''wash out'' N400 effects (that are already typically smaller in older than in younger readers) at more central scalp regions.
Overall, the similarity in the noun N400 cloze sensitivities of younger and older adult comprehenders is notable given the differences in their cloze probability-related ERP effects at the prenominal articles. Our analyses revealed that younger comprehenders engaged in graded, probabilistic pre-activation of particular word forms as reflected in the brain responses to the prenominal target articles between 250 and 400 ms post-article onset. Although the anterior scalp topography of our article ERP effect diverges from the typically more posterior N400 to open class (content) words, their similar polarity, timing, and, importantly, graded sensitivity to cloze probability indicate that the effects are likely related. Therefore, as has been argued before (DeLong et al., 2005) , younger adults' article cloze-graded N400-like response at the prenominal articles makes a strong case for probabilistic pre-activation of upcoming word forms prior to receipt of the physical input. Moreover, these results suggest that at least for young adult readers, pre-activation of upcoming linguistic input appears to be an unconscious, generalized comprehension mechanism. Older adults, on the other hand, demonstrated no such article prediction-related ERP effects in the same time window. So while this group's significant noun N400 effects argue for incremental processing of sentential input, the lack of a reliable ERP effect at the articles in older comprehenders indicates that this processing is not necessarily predictive -or at least not fast enough to be observed prior to the target noun's onset.
On one hand, then, we do not find evidence that older adults are probabilistically pre-activating upcoming word forms during sentence comprehension in the same manner or at the same rate as the young. However, further along in the comprehension stream, there is evidence that at least a subset of older, like younger, comprehenders differentially process less versus better fitting continuations to constraining sentence contexts. For both the young and the High VF older comprehenders, there is a prolonged frontotemporal ERP positivity in response to low cloze noun continuations, evident as early as the 300-500 ms noun time window and continuing through 900 ms. The mean amplitude of this positivity shows a pattern of negative correlation -i.e., increasing positivity with decreasing cloze -with a broadening scalp distribution over time. As revealed through mass univariate regression tests, the onset of this positivity occurs earlier and is more widely distributed for High VF older comprehenders than for younger adults. This is notable given that older adults rarely, if ever, exhibit any type of neural processing more rapidly than their younger counterparts -an observation that compels us to explore possible explanations.
On the face of it, the positivity finding seems to indicate similar functional sensitivities of the N400 and the frontal positivity to variability in the cloze probability of sententially more or less expected nouns. However, experimentally similar (late) frontal positivity-eliciting manipulations from other studies (Federmeier et al., 2007; Federmeier et al., 2010) suggest that a purely cloze probability-based explanation may not capture the component's true sensitivities. In our estimation, the frontal positivity in the current work most closely resembles one observed between 500 and 900 ms to unexpected words continuing strongly versus weakly constraining sentence contexts in young adults (Federmeier et al., 2007) . Additionally, though not reported in their original publication, a similar effect was observed for low cloze probability word endings in highly constraining sentences for a number of participants in Kutas & Hillyard's (1984) study which crossed sentence constraint and target noun cloze probability (from personal communication and data inspection with M. Kutas). In both these studies, sentential constraint, in addition to cloze probability, was directly manipulated as a factor; this is relevant because constraint and cloze probability are confounded in their upper ranges. In other words, by definition a high cloze probability continuation defines a highly constraining context. Therefore, to investigate effects of constraint violation, ideally one would contrast only the less expected nouns continuing high versus low constraint contexts. In this way, low cloze probability could be held relatively constant. Due to the generally higher constraint of the sentence contexts used in the current study (see Fig. 6 ), our experimental design did not afford the opportunity for performing such (post hoc) analyses.
However, the low cloze nouns in our study are comparable to the high constraint/low cloze nouns which elicited the enhanced frontal positivity relative to both high constraint/high cloze and low constraint/low cloze nouns in Federmeier et al. (2007) . Our observed frontal positivity to strong constraint violations is in line with those researchers' proposal that the (late) frontal positivity may reflect some aspect of a prediction cost. Through this lens, our positivity finding is consistent with the idea that even if preactivation is not reliable enough to be the ''first line'' of comprehension in older adults, the High VF older adult parser may still be sensitive to the cue value of the less expected articles and may use this information to, for example, engage executive processing to prepare for an upcoming low probability event. For instance, a low cloze ''a'' in a sentence where ''an'' has a high cloze probability may serve to constrain the pool of phonologically appropriate post-article continuations, and thus may signal the brain to devote more resources to processing whatever it encounters next. In other words, although older adults' brains may not routinely contextually pre-activate specific anticipated upcoming lexemes, a subset of them -when (implicitly) cued to do somay recruit more top-down networks to deal with upcoming input that is likely to have high informativeness. This also may help explain why the frontal positivity to low cloze nouns was detected so early (concurrent with the N400 time window) compared to a similar but later (500-900 ms) frontal positivity observed by Federmeier et al. (2007) for young comprehenders. The positivity may be a response to some combination of processing both an incoming . Top panels show ERP mean amplitude by graded noun cloze probability between 600 and 900 ms averaged over three prefrontal scalp sites, with both (A) younger and (B) older adults showing increased frontal positivity to low cloze nouns. Bottom panels show mean cloze probability and sentence constraint for each 25% noun cloze probability bin, again for (C) younger and (D) older adults. Noun cloze is calculated as the percentage of total norming respondents continuing truncated sentences (including pre-target articles) with the target noun as the first word. Sentence constraint is operationalized as the percentage of norming respondents supplying the most commonly provided noun for a given item (noun can be at any position within the response).
noun and its preceding article, with no (or only very weak) evidence for well-formed predictions at the article. For High VF older adults, then, the constraint-violating articles may offer what effectively amounts to a head start on processing some aspect(s) of the upcoming input, for instance, with a strategic allocation of executive resources possibly being initiated to direct attention toward the received noun.
Another possible explanation for the early onset and pronounced late positivity effect in High VF older adults is that they could be using precisely the same comprehension strategies or mechanisms as the young, except that their activation speed is slower. Older adults may therefore be unable to pre-activate information to the same extent as the young within similar time limitations. For the younger comprehenders, we argue that the presence of a graded N400 effect at pre-target noun articles constitutes evidence for the rapid, unconscious activation of information in semantic memory, in particular at the level of specific phonological word forms. For older adults, it is possible, but unverifiable based on the current experimental design, that they may be anticipating upcoming linguistic information, but simply not at the level of lexemes -particularly if phonological access is preceded by semantic access during lexical retrieval (as proposed under some language production models, e.g., Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1992; Garrett, 1988; Levelt, 1989) . Indeed, other studies that have found evidence for prediction in younger adults have done so primarily at the level of semantic and syntactic features (e.g., Federmeier & Kutas, 1999a; Kamide et al., 2003; van Berkum et al., 2005; Wicha et al., 2004) . Thus, it is more of an open question as to whether this type of pre-activation is taking place in older adults. However, even at the level of semantic features, Federmeier et al. (2010) have argued that while older adults are capable of using semantic cues to produce speeded linguistic responses as quickly as younger adults, they do not necessarily do so automatically, for instance, when the comprehension task does not demand it.
If our observation of the constraint violation-related noun positivity in absence of a significant article N400-related prediction effect in older adults is more an issue of the timing of their preactivations, then it is possible that somewhere between receipt of the low cloze article and presentation of the target noun, high probability nouns actually do get pre-activated (albeit not in time for this pre-activation to be reflected in the ERP response at the article). Consequently, the unexpected articles could cause generation of alternative semantically and phonologically viable continuations, with the positivity reflecting some sort of monitoring of the consistency of the encountered item with the most likely (but not received) item. Alternatively, the positivity might reflect inhibition of a highly constrained continuation, upon receiving a low cloze noun. Yet another possibility is that the positivity could index some necessary reanalysis or reevaluation of the contextual representation that has been constructed up until that point, with respect to the one already built up in working memory. Clearly, further research is needed to adjudicate between these, and surely other, competing functional explanations.
The increased ERP frontal positivity exhibited by High VF older, as well as younger, comprehenders to improbable noun continuations accords with the idea that at least a subset of older adults is capable of some form of predictive processing under certain circumstances, even though the post-target noun timing of the effect's onset is not the ''smoking gun'' one might wish to observe in order to make a strong case for prediction in older adults. Our observation of such effects in a sentence reading task is notable because older participants described in Wlotko et al. (2008) did not show a frontal positivity to sentential constraint violations. This difference suggests that the aging brain may benefit from even subtle, probabilistic linguistic information that may implicitly signal demand for additional processing resources to be recruited.
Indeed, in both our study and in Federmeier et al. (2010) , where older adults were provided with either implicit prenominal cues or temporally extended inter-stimulus time intervals (respectively), older adults with High VF showed a significant enhanced ERP positivity when processing unexpected noun continuations in generally highly constraining contexts. Perhaps, then, the common factor between these two studies is that additional processing time is afforded. In our study, constraint violations were presented mid-sentence, without significant pre-target delay (during rapid serial visual presentation, at a rate of two words per second), and following relatively elaborated pre-target sentential contextsconditions under which processing load might be expected to diminish the likelihood for prediction effects to be observed. Nonetheless, the unexpected article itself might provide the processor with the requisite amount of time to develop or adjust expectations. Indeed, one possibility is that if a reading sub-process such as lexical access slows with aging as some have suggested (e.g., Balota & Duchek, 1988) , then perhaps it is not so surprising that contextual pre-activation, which should rely on such a process, also might be slowed. So while it is unclear whether older adults generally or automatically predict upcoming linguistic content, a subset of them may be explicitly or implicitly cued to do so, with very little advanced warning required for the brain to contextually integrate linguistic cues to modulate expectancies.
Also notable in our study are the apparent differences in the noun frontal positivity between Higher and Lower VF scoring older adults. The lack of a sustained positivity in the Low VF scorers from noun onset through 900 ms suggests that it is not just a timing delay in the onset of the positivity for low scorers that may have led to these patterns. In normal aging, it has been argued that VF task performance deficits may be closely related to executive function deficits (e.g., Mayr & Kliegl, 2000) . Additionally, imaging data have suggested possible roles for various frontal and prefrontal cortical areas in such executive functions as inhibition (e.g., Aron, Robbins, & Poldrack, 2004) , error detection (e.g., Rubia, Smith, Brammer, & Taylor, 2003) , and suppression of interfering memories (e.g., Anderson et al., 2004 ) -some or all of which could potentially be functionally related to our frontal positivity to unexpected continuations. Indeed, Van Petten and Luka (2006) point out that post-N400 positivities -particularly in sentences -may have prefrontal neural generators, though they state that there is currently little knowledge of what precise functional process is being indexed. Thus, if Low VF scores result from poorer executive function, and some type of executive processing is required to elicit the frontal positivity, this may help explain the variable patterns in the older adult groups.
The hypothesis that the observed frontal positivity might reflect some kind of misprediction ''cost'' or ''cost gradient'' is, at a minimum, compatible with the probabilistic article prediction ERP effect exhibited by the young. The cloze-graded article ERP effect in the young indicates that even when the preceding context does not extensively constrain the number of possible continuations, there is some pre-activation of potential continuations. This would imply that there is always some accumulated degree of expectation (i.e., pre-activation) as the parser encounters successive words in a sentence, whether that expectation is a strong or relatively weak one. In turn, graded pre-activation might imply differences in how the parser recovers from situations in which expectations are violated by the appearance of low cloze probability items. Our graded frontal positivity effect may reflect this consequence.
With an awareness of the inadvisability of using the topography of scalp-recorded ERPs as a roadmap to underlying neural generators, we note that the prefrontal, left biased scalp distribution of our ERP positivity to low cloze sentence continuations overlaps with some of the same brain areas (e.g., the MTL, MPFC) cited in the Introduction as purportedly being involved in a neural prediction network (Bar, 2007) . This overlap is at least suggestive, particularly if one contrasts the more frontal distribution of our late positivity with other linguistic stimulus-generated late positivities in the same time window (e.g., the P600 and the late positive component) which canonically are maximal at parietal sites and which have not been directly linked to prediction. Of course, even if such brain regions are identified as being active, clearly they need not be engaged in predictive processing (e.g., see Folstein & Van Petten, 2011 , for an intriguing suggestion that late frontal positivities may be driven by coordination between working-and long-term memory); nonetheless, it is worth keeping this observation in mind as research in linguistic and general cognitive prediction proceeds.
Lastly, we consider a possibility relating to the noun late time window in our study, due to its potential relation to a recent finding by Wlotko and Federmeier (2010) . In moderately strong sentence contexts, Wlotko & Federmeier have noted a left frontal negativity (600-900 ms post-stimulus-onset) whose amplitude increases as the number of unique participant-generated sentence completions in an offline cloze probability norming decreases. They interpret this effect in non-predictive terms, linking it instead to ''frame-shifting'' (Coulson, 2001) , i.e., a sort of reinterpretation of contextual information when participants had initially built a message-level representation consistent with an alternative reading of the sentence. Clearly, there is some overlap in their study's eliciting conditions and their negativity's late timing and frontal scalp distribution, with our study's design and our late frontal ERP effect. These similarities may be relevant if it turns out that what we suggest is a constraint violation-related positivity to low cloze nouns is instead more of a frame shift-related negativity to higher cloze nouns (therefore with no link to predictive processing). However, examination of our nouns between 600 and 900 ms subdivided into 25% cloze range bins (Fig. 6 ) reveals that this does not appear to be the case, for either younger or older adults. In terms of ERP mean amplitude, for both groups the responses to the lowest noun cloze category (0-25% cloze) are distinguished from the other cloze levels by their relative positivity. Possible reasons for not observing such a negativity in our study might relate to any number of features of our stimuli; for instance, our items may generally not have ''good'' -i.e., consistent across participants -alternative completions, or alternative unique completions for our items may not trigger ''frame shifts''. A more likely possibility may be that in our study very low cloze target nouns primarily continue higher constraint contexts (see bottom panels of Fig. 6 ), unlike items in Wlotko and Federmeier (2010) where low cloze continuations continued lower constraint contexts.
Conclusions
Shifts in comprehension abilities with healthy aging occur over extended time scales, with changes that likely arise from some combination of neural change with influences of more external, personal or strategic factors on processing. Thus, if there is a shift from how young versus old comprehenders rely on pre-activation to construct meaning out of linguistic input, these differences may be ones not only of degree but ones that occur variably across individuals. It is possible, then, that whatever the mechanism by which language is processed predictively in the young, it may not act as efficiently, reliably, or rapidly in (all) older comprehenders. In turn, older comprehenders might rely more heavily on some compensatory processing triggered when the task -even if it is just comprehension -demands it.
It might be argued that ''prediction'' in the sense that we have referred to it for the young (in terms of observing electrophysiological evidence for the pre-activation of linguistic items or their features at a time point preceding receipt of the actual input) differs from the terms in which we describe possible prediction effects in older comprehenders herein. We have offered a number of possible interpretations of our noun late positivity finding dissociable from the prediction-related interpretation of the article N400, as well as various proposals for how older and younger brains may be functionally engaged upon receiving unexpected articles. Adjudicating these possibilities will require further research. A starting point to build on the current findings would be to utilize an experimental stimulus set that manipulates constraint violation more systematically. Observation of a late positive ERP response to constraint violations graded across a wide range of constraint would offer some support for the generalizability and automaticity of the prediction-related response.
With the precedent of a prenominal article cloze probabilitymodulated ERP effect in young adults, at the outset of this study we proposed that such an effect in older readers would constitute strong evidence of linguistic prediction in this age group. Although it turned out that older adults did not show the article ERP effect, a similarity between the noun time-locked ERPs of High VF older readers and younger comprehenders leads us to suggest that both groups may nonetheless exhibit a neural sensitivity to violations of sentence-based predictions. On the hypothesis that the observed enhanced frontal positivity to low cloze sentence continuations relates to some processing consequence for ''mispredicting'', High VF older adults -like young adults -may be showing a graded sensitivity to violated expectancies. Given the lack of an article effect, however, it may be that linguistic pre-activation in this subset of older adults occurs in a more limited capacity or at a slower rate than the young and not necessarily as a default processing strategy. This group of older adults appears to be sensitive to implicit linguistic cues (in the present case, prediction-consistent or inconsistent indefinite articles) that signal a shift in the most probabilistic trajectory of a sentential representation. However, unlike their younger counterparts, who appear to regularly and rapidly preactivate upcoming input based on contextual representations built up from knowledge and experience-based associations in longterm memory, older adults may generally rely less on top-down processing during on-line language comprehension, possibly because pre-activation in older adult brains is not rapid enough to ''beat the input''. In many instances, the challenges of rapid integration and construction of rich contextual information during comprehension may be sufficiently met without the benefit of advance processing. However, it seems that at least some older comprehenders are capable of recruiting additional resources for the processing of upcoming material when improbable input is signaled in advance.
